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Galway Bay
In this study, Charles Fanning has written the first general account of the origins
and development of a literary tradition among American writers of Irish birth or
background who have explored the Irish immigrant or ethnic experience in works
of fiction. The result is a portrait of the evolving fictional self-consciousness of an
immigrant group over a span of 250 years. Fanning traces the roots of IrishAmerican writing back to the eighteenth century and carries it forward through the
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traumatic years of the Famine to the present time with an intensely productive
period in the twentieth century beginning with James T. Farrell. Later writers
treated in depth include Edwin O'Connor, Elizabeth Cullinan, Maureen Howard, and
William Kennedy. Along the way he places in the historical record many all but
forgotten writers, including the prolific Mary Ann Sadlier. The Irish Voice in America
is not only a highly readable contribution to American literary history but also a
valuable reference to many writers and their works. For this second edition,
Fanning has added a chapter that covers the fiction of the past decade. He argues
that contemporary writers continue to draw on Ireland as a source and are
important chroniclers of the modern American experience.

The Irish Milliner
Tell Them for Me is a book of evidence that we are a spirit being, not only a
physical being. The death of Brian from the Vietnam War was the beginning of a
spiritual awareness-when an angelic messenger came to Mary Pat the night before
Brian's funeral and made the announcement through her grief that, "Jesus has a
reason for you." This experience is only one of many that records the truth of a
spiritual kingdom in which Jesus Christ is Lord. Mary Pat shared a bold supernatural
f
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The Imposter Bride
Barney dies and leaves Tessie with a run-down bookstore and lots of questions.
What were his secrets? Where was his money? And inevitably, what was the nature
of this long marriage she thought she understood, and the husband she thought
she knew? Meanwhile, the neighborhood turns violent, and Tessie hires a young
tough who may be at the center of it. Has she gone crazy? Her daughter thinks so.
Her widow friends think so, too. Will Tessie survive? it shines with the subtlety of
its patient and originial intelligence. Joseph McElroy

When the Hangman Came to Galway
Emigrating to America, Protestant Irishman Frankie McGuire plots a top secret
arms deal that could blow England off the map, and it is up to veteran New York
cop Tom O'Meara to prevent the mass murder conspiracy from succeeding

Leaving Barney
Kevin O'Hara recreates his boyhood with these wonderful stories of growing up in
Massachusetts in the 1950s and 60s as one of eight children. His parents, born in
Ireland, came to this country for their children's sake. His family struggled against
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grinding poverty but they never gave up and never lost their faith that God had a
plan for them. Kevin learned the lessons of making do and making things last, and
what the true riches of the world are: good health and the love of a united family.
All these lessons grounded him as he reached adulthoodand was sent off to fight in
wilds of Vietnam as a reluctant solider. This book will tug at your heart and make
you cry tears of both sorrow and joy. It is a story about the Irish-American
experience but it is much more--it's the story of a generation growing up in the
shadow of the Second World War and the start of a new age of hope and promise,
a time when people believed that anything was possible as long as you dared to
dream and had faith in yourself. And a little Irish luck couldn't hurt either. At the
Publisher's request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights Management
Software (DRM) applied.

The Yellow House
That Further Shore
It is New York City and the Civil War is brewing. Norah McCabe, an Irish immigrant
who escaped the Famine as a child, is now a young widow with a daughter. She is
a milliner, struggling to survive in tumultuous times. Norah meets Abraham
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Lincoln, befriends the extraordinary African-American woman Elizabeth Jennings,
and assists the Underground Railroad. She falls headlong in love with Edward M.
Knox, son of the famous hat-maker Charles Knox, but he is lace curtain Irish and
she is shanty Irish. Edward joins the 69th regiment and leaves for battle. Can their
love endure through class differences and war? This is a story of survival, intrigue,
romance, as well as, exploring the conflict of Irish immigrants thrust into a war that
threatened to destroy a nation. It is about an Irish-American woman who could be
any immigrant today, any woman today, seeking to create beauty and make sense
of her life. p.p1 {margin: 0.0px 0.0px 10.0px 0.0px; text-align: justify; font: 11.5px
'Minion Pro'; color: #1a1a1a} span.s1 {letter-spacing: -0.1px}

The Irish Voice in America
Few Americans know the history-changing story of the USS Mason, a World War II
warship manned by an African-American crew that served as a role model for the
integration of U.S. Navy ships. At a time when most blacks in the Navy were
relegated to mess duties, the crew of the USS Mason escorted six convoys across
the perilous North Atlantic, from the weeks leading up the D-Day invasions until VE day in 1945. As part of the so-called Hunter-Killer groups that defeated the
German U-boats, they helped win the Battle of the Atlantic. Proudly We Served:
The Men of the USS Mason tells the story of these brave men and their
contributions to the Allied victory. Their success had a direct impact on President
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Harry S. Truman’s decision to integrate all of America’s armed forces after the war.
Recommended in 1944 for a commendation for their heroic actions during a violent
storm, the Mason sailors finally received that commendation in 1995, after the
publication of this book in hardcover and the release of a companion documentary.
The men and ship have been further honored by the Navy’s decision to name a
new destroyer (DDG 87) after the Mason and propagate its proud heritage into the
twenty-first century.

The Tour
Before he runs out of time, Irish bon vivant MALACHY MCCOURT shares his views
on death - sometimes hilarious and often poignant - and on what will or won't
happen after his last breath is drawn. During the course of his life, Malachy
McCourt practically invented the single's bar; was a pioneer in talk radio, a soap
opera star, a best-selling author; a gold smuggler, a political activist, and a
candidate for governor of the state of New York. It seems that the only two things
he hasn't done are stick his head into a lion's mouth and die. Since he is allergic to
cats, he decided to write about the great hereafter and answer the question on
most minds: What's so great about it anyhow? In Death Need Not Be Fatal,
McCourt also trains a sober eye on the tragedies that have shaped his life: the
deaths of his sister and twin brothers; the real story behind Angela's famous ashes;
and a poignant account of the death of the man who left his mother, brothers, and
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him to nearly die in squalor. McCourt writes with deep emotion of the staggering
losses of all three of his brothers, Frank, Mike, and Alphie. In his inimitable way,
McCourt takes the grim reaper by the lapels and shakes the truth out of him. As he
rides the final blocks on his Rascal scooter, he looks too at the prospect of his own
demise with emotional clarity and insight. In this beautifully rendered memoir,
McCourt shows us how to live life to its fullest, how to grow old without acting old,
and how to die without regret.

Proudly We Served
Follow the journey of Norah McCabe, a courageous young woman fleeing her Irish
home devastated by famine and arriving in the rough and tumble world of New
York City of the 1850s. For the new immigrant every aspect of life is a challenge,
negotiating a rapacious underworld, racism, poverty, and the struggle to find
meaningful work. But there are riches and opportunities here as well, and Norah is
determined to thrive in her new country through grit, her skills as a dress maker,
and her unshakable dream of a better life. Meticulously researched, filled with
voices of New York City’s multitudes, and tinged with romance, Cynthia Neale’s
Norah offers a compelling heroine in the classic tradition of American immigrant
stories.
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Mortal Friends
Galway, the winter of 1885. The violent murders of John Moylan, killed in a dark
boreen, and Alice Burns, shot dead in the dining room of the Royal Hotel, have
shaken the county. Now, following painstaking investigations and charged
courtroom drama, justice beckons for the guilty parties. James Berry, the notorious
executioner who ended the lives of over one hundred criminals in Victorian Britain
and Ireland, has come to town. The paths of a secret paramour, a jilted lover and a
reluctant hangman are about to cross. When the Hangman Came to Galway is a
chilling true story that delivers a meticulously researched, eye-opening portrait of
Victorian Ireland and a spine-tingling tale of love, revenge, murder and retribution.

Home Away from Home
Rich and epic Historical Fiction set against the backdrop of the Great Famine.
Perfect for fans of Winston Graham and Ken Follett.

Death Need Not Be Fatal
The Imposter Bride by Nancy Richler is an unforgettable novel about a mysterious
mail-order bride in the wake of WWII, whose sudden decision ripples through time
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to deeply impact the daughter she never knew In the wake of World War II, a
young, enigmatic woman named Lily arrives in Montreal on her own, expecting to
be married to a man she's never met. But, upon seeing her at the train station, Sol
Kramer turns her down. Out of pity, his brother Nathan decides to marry her
instead, and pity turns into a deep—and doomed—love. It is immediately clear that
Lily is not who she claims to be. Her attempt to live out her life as Lily Azerov
shatters when she disappears, leaving a new husband and a baby daughter with
only a diary, a large uncut diamond – and a need to find the truth Who is Lily and
what happened to the young woman whose identity she stole? Why has she left
and where did she go? It's up to the daughter Lily abandoned to find the answers
to these questions, as she searches for the mother she may never find or truly
know.

Of Irish Blood
A shocking account of the great famine in Ireland, which sheds light on a bitter
hatred for England that continues there today.

Paddy's Lament, Ireland 1846-1847
- Includes a section on the making of the much-anticipated Gangs of New York
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starring Leonardo DiCaprio- With an updated chronology, filmography, and index

Galway Bay
“If Tina Fey and David Sedaris had a daughter, she would be Maeve Higgins.”
—Glamour “Maeve Higgins is hilarious, poignant, conversational, and my favorite
Irish import since U2. You’re in for a treat.” —Phoebe Robinson A timely essay
collection about life, love, and becoming an American from breakout comedy star
and podcaster Maeve Higgins Maeve Higgins was a bestselling memoirist and
comedian in her native Ireland when, at the grand old age of thirty-one, she left
the only home she’d ever known in search of something more. Like many women
in their early thirties, she both was and was not the adult she wanted to be. At
once smart, curious, and humane, Maeve in America is the story of how Maeve
found herself, literally and figuratively, in New York City. Here are stories of not
being able to afford a dress for the ball, of learning to live with yourself while
you’re still figuring out how to love yourself, of the true significance of realizing
what sort of shelter dog you would be. Self-aware and laugh-out-loud funny, this
collection is also a fearless exploration of the awkward questions in life, such as: Is
clapping too loudly at a gig a good enough reason to break up with somebody? Is it
ever really possible to leave home? Together, the essays in Maeve in America
create a startlingly funny and revealing portrait of a woman who aims for the stars
but hits the ceiling, and the inimitable city that has helped shape who she is, even
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as she finds the words to make sense of it all.

Thirteen Plus One
The Whitest Flower
In the illuminating language of memory, Deborah McDowell tells the story of her
family, living a segregated life in Bessemer, Alabama, where her father worked at
U.S. Foundry and Pipe, nicknamed Pipe Shop. Through the intimate details of their
daily lives, she shows us how civil rights affected a working-class town, among
three generations of women and men. McDowell movingly uncovers a world rarely
portrayed, where she was raised to love the sounds and meanings of words and to
value a place and culture that has passed. "What an eye McDowell has for
important stories hidden in the everyday details, and what a good storyteller she
is."'Tonya Bolden, Washington Post Book World "[McDowell] weaves the plainest
drab cotton threads into a magic carpet."'Adele Logan Alexander, Women's Review
of Books "Engrossing. . . . The author has a seductive way with words that makes
Leaving Pipe Shop as good as a piece of sweet potato pie served after a plate of
greens and fried chicken."' Boston Globe
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The Famished Land
BONUS: This edition contains a Honeymoon in Tehran discussion guide. Azadeh
Moaveni, longtime Middle East correspondent for Time magazine, returns to Iran to
cover the rise of President Mahmoud Ahmadinejad. Living and working in Tehran,
she finds a nation that openly yearns for freedom and contact with the West but
whose economic grievances and nationalist spirit find an outlet in Ahmadinejad’s
strident pronouncements. And then the unexpected happens: Azadeh falls in love
with a young Iranian man and decides to get married and start a family in Tehran.
Suddenly, she finds herself navigating an altogether different side of Iranian life. As
women are arrested for “immodest dress” and the authorities unleash a campaign
of intimidation against journalists, Azadeh is forced to make the hard decision that
her family’s future lies outside Iran. Powerful and poignant, Honeymoon in Tehran
is the harrowing story of a young woman’s tenuous life in a country she thought
she could change.

Angela's Ashes
So perfectly executed was the mission to rescue Capt. Scott O'Grady that it
amazed even the men responsible. Just five hours after radio contact was first
made with Basher 52 - O'Grady's call sign the Air Force captain was safely on
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board the USS Kearsarge. The downed F-16 fighter pilot's rescue from a Bosnian
mountainside by Col. Martin Berndt's 24th Marine Expeditionary Unit electrified the
nation in June 1995 and renewed many Americans' faith in the military. This book
tells the story of the mission in the words of the men who commanded, planned,
and carried it out. To get the inside account, Mary Pat Kelly traveled throughout
Europe to conduct more than one hundred interviews, visiting U.S. ships and bases
and UN posts in Croatia and Bosnia where participants were stationed. Admiral
Leighton W. Smith Jr., commander in chief of U.S. naval forces in Europe and head
of NATO forces in the Southern European theater, provides the framework with his
day-to-day commentary on the efforts to find Captain O'Grady and a nearly minuteby-minute record of the rescue itself. In concert with Lt. Gen. Michael E. Ryan,
commander of U.S. and NATO air forces, the admiral reveals the decision-making
process that led to the "Good to Go" order. Readers then hear from the Tactical
Recovery of Aircraft and Personnel (TRAP) team-the Navy and Marine Corps
commanders, pilots, crew chiefs, and grunts who made it happen. Speaking for the
Navy are Capt. Christopher Cole, skipper of the Kearsarge, Commo. Jerome Schill,
and their staffs, from the intelligence officers to the grapes who fueled the aircraft.
Captain O'Grady puts his own experiences in the context of overall events.

Honeymoon in Tehran
THE YELLOW HOUSE delves into the passion and politics of Northern Ireland at the
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beginning of the 20th Century. Eileen O'Neill's family is torn apart by religious
intolerance and secrets from the past. Determined to reclaim her ancestral home
and reunite her family, Eileen begins working at the local mill, saving her money
and holding fast to her dream. As war is declared on a local and global scale,
Eileen cannot separate the politics from the very personal impact the conflict has
had on her own life. She is soon torn between two men, each drawing her to one
extreme. One is a charismatic and passionate political activist determined to win
Irish independence from Great Britain at any cost, who appeals to her warrior's
soul. The other is the wealthy and handsome black sheep of the pacifist family who
owns the mill where she works, and whose persistent attention becomes
impossible for her to ignore.

A Lucky Irish Lad
Take a tour you'll never forget as you navigate the stunning vistas of gorgeous
Ireland along with the hearts and minds of a cast of characters who will live with
you, long after you've finished the last page. During a routine tour of Ireland, tour
guide Conor O'Shea finds himself on a journey of his own through the lives of his
hilarious companions as together they navigate both the Irish countryside and the
secrets of their individual lives. A Wall Street banker, a divorcee, a musician, a cop,
and a professor all enter Ireland with something on their minds, and throughout
their journey with Conor as their guide, they each begin to show something of
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themselves against the spectacular backdrop of Ireland. As colourful and turbulent
as an Irish hillside, The Tour offers more than just a look at one of the world's most
beautiful places, but contrasts Ireland's open skyways and idyllic views against the
secret lives of the individual. Witty, informative, and with a touch of romance, The
Tour offers a unique look at the lives of others as they travel the Emerald Isle

Hard Shoulder
Set during Ireland’s devastating potato famine, a spellbinding novel of a young
woman torn between love for her family and duty to her English husband. Patrick
O’Malley names his newborn daughter Gracelin for the light of the sea that shines
in her eyes. But when young Gracelin is only six years old, her mother’s untimely
death drains joy and laughter from the O’Malley clan. At fifteen, Gracelin saves her
family from financial ruin by marrying Bram Donnelly, the son of a wealthy English
landowner. But, even though Gracelin is Protestant, she is snubbed by English high
society for marrying above her station. To temporarily appease her husband’s cruel
nature, she intends to provide him with an heir—but that, too, will end in sorrow.
As famine sweeps Ireland, Gracelin openly defies her husband by feeding the
desperate souls who come to their door. In secret, she also sides with the rebels
who call themselves the Young Irelanders. Led by Morgan McDonagh and joined by
Gracelin’s beloved brother, Sean, the Irelanders are determined to fight and free
their homeland from the yoke of English rule. A vivid chronicle of nineteenthPage 15/26
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century Ireland, the first volume of Ann Moore’s popular trilogy introduces a
courageous young heroine and movingly portrays an indomitable people as they
struggle to survive the infamous famine and the brutal civil war that arrived in its
wake. Fans of gripping historical fiction will love this “epic saga that sweeps you
into the life of a remarkable woman” (Romantic Times).

Martin Scorsese
Which child would you save? A decision no parent can even fathom. Eliot Gordon
would do anything for her family. A 38-year-old working mother, she lives an
ordinary but fulfilling life in suburban Atlanta with her partner, Grant Delaney, and
their three daughters. The two older girls are actually Eliot's stepdaughters, a
distinction she is reluctant to make as she valiantly attempts to maintain a safe,
happy household . . . Then Finn Montgomery, Eliot's long-lost first love, appears,
triggering a shocking chain of events that culminates in a split-second decision
that will haunt her beloved family forever. How Eliot survives-and what she loses in
the process-is a story that will resonate with anyone who has ever loved a child.
With hilarious honesty, wrenching depth, and a knockout twist, I COULDN'T LOVE
YOU MORE illuminates the unbreakable bonds of family and reveals the lengths
we'll go to save each other, even as we can't save ourselves.
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Sisters
Winnie Perry is fourteen now, and the countdown to high school is shaping up to be
as eventful as an entire year of middle school. Not only are things shaky with her
boyfriend, Lars, but BFFs Dinah and Cinnamon have been acting weird, big sister
Sandra is college-bound, little brother Ty has smuggled a stolen penguin home in
his backpack, and new baby sister Maggie has everything turned upside down. It?s
a lot for anyone to handle, and loyal Winnie is so busy worrying about everyone
else that she hardly notices that she might just be struggling a little bit herself.
With humor and honesty, Lauren Myracle brings us another pitch-perfect novel
featuring the characters that her legions of fans have grown up loving.

Maeve in America
In the bestselling tradition of Frank Delaney, Colleen McCullough, and Maeve
Binchy comes a poignant historical family saga set against the Famine. In a hidden
Ireland where fishermen and tenant farmers find solace in their ancient faith,
songs, stories, and communal celebrations, young Honora Keeley and Michael Kelly
wed and start a family. Because they and their countrymen must sell both their
catch and their crops to pay exorbitant rents, potatoes have become their only
staple food. But when blight destroys the potatoes three times in four years, a
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callous government and uncaring landlords turn a natural disaster into The Great
Starvation that will kill one million. Honora and Michael vow their children will live.
The family joins two million other Irish refugees--victims saving themselves--in the
emigration from Ireland. Danger and hardship await them in America. Honora, her
unconventional sister Máire, and their seven sons help transform Chicago from a
frontier town to the "City of the Century." The boys go on to fight in the Civil War
and enlist in the cause of Ireland's freedom. Spanning six generations and filled
with joy, sadness, and heroism, GALWAY BAY sheds brilliant light on the ancestors
of today's forty-four million Irish Americans--and is a universal story you will never
forget.

Ghosts of the Missing
Chronicles the contributions made by Catholic nuns in America, and details the
impact they made on the social history of the country through their involvment in
education, hospitals, and civil rights.

Irish Above All
The civil war that is tearing England asunder in the year 1643 has not yet touched
Dorcas Slythe, a secretly rebellious young Puritan woman living in the countryside
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south of London. She aches to escape the safe, pious tyranny of her father—and
the opportunity appears with the arrival of Toby Lazender, dashing scion of a
powerful royalist family, who awakens her to her passionate destiny. Her
adventure truly begins with the discovery of an intricately wrought gold seal—one
of four that, when joined, will reveal a great secret. Suddenly grave danger lies
before her—not from Cromwell's advancing armies, but from relentless enemies
who covet the great treasure to which she now holds the key.

Leaving Pipe Shop
In the bestselling tradition of Frank Delaney, Colleen McCullough, and Maeve
Binchy comes a poignant historical family saga set against the Famine. In a hidden
Ireland where fishermen and tenant farmers find solace in their ancient faith,
songs, stories, and communal celebrations, young Honora Keeley and Michael Kelly
wed and start a family. Because they and their countrymen must sell both their
catch and their crops to pay exorbitant rents, potatoes have become their only
staple food. But when blight destroys the potatoes three times in four years, a
callous government and uncaring landlords turn a natural disaster into The Great
Starvation that will kill one million. Honora and Michael vow their children will live.
The family joins two million other Irish refugees--victims saving themselves--in the
emigration from Ireland. Danger and hardship await them in America. Honora, her
unconventional sister Mv°ire, and their seven sons help transform Chicago from a
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frontier town to the "City of the Century." The boys go on to fight in the Civil War
and enlist in the cause of Ireland's freedom. Spanning six generations and filled
with joy, sadness, and heroism, Galway Bay sheds brilliant light on the ancestors of
today's forty-four million Irish Americans--and is a universal story you will never
forget.

Norah
Mary Pat Kelly draws upon family heritage to continue the story of Nora
Kelly--begun in Of Irish Blood--with a striking novel of historical fiction in Irish
Above All. After ten years in Paris, where she learned photography and became
part of the movement that invented modern art, Chicago-born, Irish-American Nora
Kelly is at last returning home. Her skill as a photographer will help her cousin Ed
Kelly in his rise to Mayor of Chicago. But when she captures the moment an
assassin’s bullet narrowly misses President-elect Franklin Roosevelt and strikes
Anton Cermak in February 1933, she enters a world of international intrigue and
danger. Now, she must balance family obligations against her encounters with
larger-than-life historical characters, such as Joseph Kennedy, Big Bill Thompson, Al
Capone, Mussolini, and the circle of women who surround F.D.R. Nora moves
through the Roaring Twenties, the Great Depression, and World War II, but it’s her
unexpected trip to Ireland that transforms her life. At the Publisher's request, this
title is being sold without Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.
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I Couldn't Love You More
A New York Times Best Mystery of the Year: A hard-drinking detective deals with
double murder and an elusive vigilante. After much tragedy and violence, Jack
Taylor has at long last landed at contentment. Of course, he still knocks back too
much Jameson and dabbles in uppers, but he has a new woman in his life, a freshly
bought apartment, and little sign of trouble on the horizon—until a wealthy
Frenchman comes to him with a request to investigate the double murder of his
twin sons. Jack is meanwhile roped into looking after his girlfriend’s nine-year-old,
and is in for a shock with the appearance of a character out of his past. The plot is
one big chess game and all of the pieces seem to be moving at the behest of one
dangerously mysterious player: a vigilante called “Silence,” because he’s the last
thing his victims will ever hear. This new novel filled with suspense and pitch-dark
humor comes from a Shamus Award-winning author who’s been called “hard to
resist, with his aching Irish heart, silvery tongue, and bleak noir sensibility”
(TheNew York Times Book Review). “The Godfather of the modern Irish crime
novel.”—Irish Independent

A Crowning Mercy
"In the bestselling tradition of Frank Delaney, Colleen McCullough, and Maeve
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Binchy comes a poignant historical family saga set against Ireland's Great
Starvation and the building of Chicago."--Provided by the publisher.

Gracelin O'Malley
In the Galway Silence
Describes the story of the life of Margaret Mary Lynch, a young nun living in Ireland
during the 1960s, and her decision to leave the convent and find another path to
God.

Tell Them for Me
The Little Book of Galway is a compendium of fascinating, obscure, strange and
entertaining facts about County Galway. Here you will find out about Galway’s
history, its literary heritage, its cathedrals and castles, its festivals and fairs, and
its famous (and occasionally infamous) men and women. Through quaint villages
and bustling towns, this book takes the reader on a journey through County
Galway and its vibrant past.A reliable reference book and a quirky guide, this can
be dipped into time and time again to reveal something new about the people, the
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heritage and the secrets of this fascinating county.

Special Intentions
Colman Brady, an Irish farmer, involves himself in the Irish rebellion of the early
1920s and later escapes to Boston where he rises to and falls from political power
and seeks a second chance through the life of his son

The Devil's Own
.

Galway Bay
The author recounts his childhood in Depression-era Brooklyn as the child of Irish
immigrants who decide to return to worse poverty in Ireland when his infant sister
dies. 40,000 first printing. $35,000 ad/promo. First serial, The New Yorker.

The Little Book of Galway
In the vein of The Lovely Bones and The Little Friend, Ghosts of the Missing follows
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the mysterious disappearance of a twelve-year-old girl during a town parade and
the reverberations of this tragedy throughout the town. On Saturday, October 28,
1995, a girl vanished. She was not a child particularly prized in townWhen
questioned by reporters, those who’d known Rowan described her as ‘quiet’ and
‘loner’ and ‘shy’ and even ‘awkward.’ Words for pity. Culleton, New York has a long
history—of writers, of artists, and of unsolved mysteries. It’s where Adair grew up
before she moved to Brooklyn to try to make it as an artist. But after years away
from her hometown and little to show for it, Adair decides to return. She moves
back in to Moye House, the old mansion, and current writer’s retreat, imbued with
her family's legacy. Ciaran is a writer staying at Moye House in the hopes of finally
solving the mystery of what happened to Rowan Kinnane—his sister, and Adair’s
childhood best friend. As the two begin investigating, secrets long buried rise to
the surface, complicating their sense of themselves and their understanding of
what happened on that fateful day. With her “knack for capturing heartbreaking
moments with a gripping simplicity” (Village Voice), Kathleen Donohoe lures us
into a haunting world of secrets and obsessions and shows just how far people will
go in search of the truth.

Good to Go
Fleeing a crushing affair, Nora Kelly enters the Left Bank society of early twentiethcentury Paris, where she joins the struggle to free Ireland.
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